
Greetings and welcome to the Butoh Clown Course 2024!

I'm Bea, and I will be with Loco Brusca in this BUTOH-CLOWN IN
NATURE experience. I will support the administrative management
processes, logistics, questions, infrastructure, registration… and
other things necessary to the organization of the BUTOH-CLOWN
residence. 

In this dossier you will find general considerations, prices, payment
methods and discounts, information about the place,
accommodation...

But also, our commitment in offering you this immersive training,
which is to provide you with an environment that encourages your
artistic and personal growth. A space for continuous learning,
working to make each interaction with you meaningful and
rewarding.

If at any time you need guidance or have any questions, do not
hesitate to contact us. This course is yours as much as it is ours, and
we are delighted to have you.

Best regards,
Bea

Beatriu Baquero linkedin.com/in/beatriubaquero/
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/beabaquero-rsc-gestiondepymesyautonomos/


Before the Course

If you have any concerns or special needs, please let us know well in advance
so that we can offer you the necessary support.

Choose comfortable clothing that allows you to move freely and adapt to both
indoor and outdoor activities. It is very important that you wear appropriate
footwear and choose “work” clothes that can get damaged.

Plan your trip to the Marina Alta in advance, considering accommodation and
transportation, so that you can arrive to the experience without worries.

ACCOMMODATION

Here, you have some accommodation options:
https://www.lavalldelaguar.es/turismo/alojamiento/

Other options:

Please, if you come with your van, let us know in advance, so that we can find a
place where you can be, quiet and comfortable and make sure that you are
going to correctly manage your waste and the impact generated in the place
where you park.

We have contacts from neighbors who offer rooms in their homes, areas to
camp or park, for a conscious contribution. If you prefer this type of
accommodation, we will put you in contact with them. 

The Marina Alta, with its climate, nature and elements, will be an essential
component of your experience, offering a space of freedom and self-exploration.

Breakfast, lunch and snack are included in the course. 

In Vall de Laguar, there is a small bakery and a small shop, the nearest
supermarket is 8 kilometers away. 
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A SIGNIFICANT MOVEMENT
FROM FAST FASHION TO
THOUGHTFUL CHOICES

To facilitate your registration and secure your place, we offer two
payment methods:

1. Payment by Bizum
A fast and secure way to make your payment. 
+34606099321 Beatriu B.S.
INCOME: minimum €90 REST OF THE COURSE, PAYMENT BEFORE THE
START. 

2. Deposit into Current Account
If you prefer to make a bank deposit, we will provide you with our
account details. Be sure to include your full name and the concept
"Butoh Clown Course 2024" when making payment.

YOU CAN MAKE THE PAYMENT IN FOUR INSTALLMENTS DISTRIBUTED
IN FEBRUARY-MARCH-APRIL-MAY. IF YOU WANT TO CHOOSE THIS

MODALITY, YOU WILL HAVE NO ADDITIONAL COST 
(the course will be paid at the beginning of it)
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3. REGISTRATION FORM
Through the following image, you access the registration form. If clicking does not
work for you, copy and paste the following link into your browser

https://forms.gle/1QTkhV88uousx6LV6

https://forms.gle/1QTkhV88uousx6LV6

